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Chapter 1
Welcome!
This Kanban Course is different!

I do not want to be exaggerated, but I decided to create this course
because I have never seen in my experience a training on Kanban that
satisfied me!

So,

this course should be an "engaging" course with theory and text plus
multimedia tools like videos, Linkedin group, software and we could
organize a web chat!

Precisely at this moment there are a lot of companies that are working
smoothly, with 100% on time delivery and with less than 50% of the
inventory compared to their past.

And your business?

What did they do?

Are they aliens? Not at all!

They just embraced the Lean Thinking and moved a step forward into the
Lean Journey!
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Coming back to the course.

1) I will use an informal language. It will be like to have a dinner with a
friend explaining what I was able to achieve and how.

2) I will use aphorisms said by "Lean Guru" from the past and present. I like
aphorisms that are useful to inspire and be inspired.

3) I will address you to the best video on the internet and best websites.

4) I will bring you opinions and experience of experts I know that
implemented a Kanban System.

5) A the end of each module I will ask you to complete a task before the
next module is in your inbox.

Have you ever seen something like this?

We hope not, and my goal is you to be successful in Kanban System
Implementation.

Ready? Go!
Have you joined the LeanLab Group?
It is a group on Linkedin made of people that want to learn Lean!
1) Search for LeanLab Group on Linkedin.
2) Send a request to join the group.
3) Let's start to ask questions and share experience.
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Chapter 2
What is Kanban and why use it.

If you bought this course, I assume you already have
the basics of Lean.
Just in case you have not, I suggest you read this page
(www.whatislean.org). We made this page that explains
the basics, a bit of history and the evolution of the Lean
Thinking.

What is Kanban?
Let's start with the results!
In my experience, by implementing a kanban system, we were able to have:

A) - 30% inventory reduction
B) More than 2 years without stock out of 500 SKU and no stop of
production for missing materials
C) Material handling made by 1 people rather than 3

It seems a commercial? Believe me; it is not!

So,
the Kanban is a tool to create the "pull system" and get the results like
described above.
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Look,
before going ahead, I have to underline a couple of important concepts in
Lean implementation and Kanban. I will use aphorisms to explain to you.

Lean is a way of thinking, not a list of things to do.
Shigeo Shingo

Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results.
Albert Einstein
So,

to understand what is Kanban and be successful in the implementation,
you have to change your thinking and be able to try something different.

Ok?

Let's start.

Kanban means signal. Period!

In my experience, someone told me that the meaning of kanban was card.
Wrong!
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The Kanban is a signal that says to someone:

"Hey! Bring me this part (Withdrawal Kanban)"

or

"Hey! Produce this part for me (Production Kanban)"

Now, the form of this signal could be different.

• Cards
• Boxes
• Containers
• Digital
• Spaces
The system to manage these signals is named Kanban System, and its
complexity depends on how many SKU you want to control.

Production and Withdrawal Kanban - The Restaurant Metaphor
One of the most successful ways I use to teach
are the metaphors. Now let me explain a basic
Kanban System by what we see daily in a
restaurant.
Let us imagine you in a restaurant.
In the Kanban System, you are the user.
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After 10 minutes a waiter comes to your table and ask for your desired
meal. In the Kanban System, the waiter is the waterspider (we will see later
in the course).

You order one sandwich and one coke. In the Kanban System this what is
your daily need.

The waiter with its electronic device put the order. In the Kanban System, this
is the signal (electronic in this example).

One signal is given to the guy accountable for the drink.
"Hey, bring one coke to the customer."
After 2 minutes the coke is on your table.
This is an example of a withdrawal kanban

The second signal is given to the kitchen.
"Hey, cook the sandwich and bring to the customer."
After 20 minutes the sandwich is on your table.
This is an example of a production kanban.

Additionally, this is an example of just in time:

Just in time: You get what you need when you need and in the
exact quantity you need.
It seems simple and straightforward, but I bet in your business you are not
able to have it every time.
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Imagine at the restaurant you get the coke after 60 minutes rather than 2
minutes, or you get a 2 pizza rather than 1 sandwich. It is crazy! Is not it?

You will not accept this at the restaurant, but you accept this in your
business. It is time to change!
Let's now resume the ingredients of a Kanban System:

A. One user (or more) that know what he needs and give the signal
B. One waterspider that collect the information and give the signal
C. A unique signal to communicate to the supplier (cards, electronic, box)
D. A clear and visual storage of the goods to be brought (Supermarket)
E. One waterspider that bring the goods to the user (could be the same
waterspider of the point B)
F. A standard procedure that regulates the Kanban System

Important note: It is only the waterspider that moves.
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Do not worry if it is not everything clear right now. You have an entire
course to understand better.
Moreover, I will propose you some exercise that will help you a lot in
understanding.
Just to anticipate something on the exercise I use here other aphorisms.

The only source of knowledge is experience.
Albert Einstein

Without standards, there can be no improvement.
Taiichi Ohno
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Real Example of Kanban.
I will show you some real example of Kanban (signal) I have seen in reality.

Kanban Card
You can see here a card with
the necessary information.
With a standard procedure, the
waterspider collect this card and
bring it in designated place.
This card says:
Hey! I need this component in
the boxes.

Empty Spaces and Visual
You can see here a color coded
space where the waterspider
can immediately detect the SKU
that is going to finish.
The space is the signal
itself.
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Space and Visual Technology
In this garage, when a place is
not occupied with a car the light
is green and give the signal.

Electronic Kanban
On youtube by typing "Amazon
Dash Button" you will see the
video of an incredible Electronic
Kanban.
Other videos will be suggested
at the end of this module.

Container Kanban
The container itself is the signal.
Once the waterspider see an
empty container (that has to
have necessary information)
collect it and bring to the supplier
to be filled again.

I hope I gave you the information you need to understand what is Kanban.
Now let's move to understand why to use.
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Why use a Kanban System?
I want to reveal you something. Everybody would like to have a good
control of the inventory and not to rush because there is a shortage of
material.

How many companies are successful in this dream?

The answer is that only the businesses that focus the organization on the
"why", can be successful in the "Kanban System" implementation.

Too many times I have seen companies spreading the message: "We have
to do the Kanban. The CEO want we do!"

If people do not understand why to use the Kanban System you are
destinated to fail.

Here another aphorism:

Start from need.
Taiichi Ohno

Short and vigorous. Is not it!
You have to understand which is the problem in your company, your
business, your department, your office, your team.
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Here there is a list of common problems
you can solve by implementing a
Kanban System.

By reading this, you should thick the problems you have and if you have
one you a have reason to implement a Kanban System.

• Loss of production because missing parts (consumables, assembly parts,
spare parts, previous operation parts missing etc.)

• High level of inventory
• Overtime to recover the loss of production
• People wasting time looking for parts
• Extra cost for shipping
• Overproduction (you produce what is not requested)
Any of these sounds familiar?

If you have placed zero thick, you are in trouble!

Listen what Ohno used to say:

Having no problems is the biggest problem of all.
Taiichi Ohno
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Here a process that could help you to see the problems.

Firstly, select some product or line that is relevant to you or the company.

Secondly, select one the machine XYZ and the SKU 123 that is consumed
by the machine.

Then try to answer these questions:

- How many time in a month the machine XYZ stopped for lack of materials?
- Which is the average consumption of the SKU 123 on the main assembly
line?

- How many parts of the SKU 123 the company has in the warehouse? Are
the number of parts considered high or low?

- Who is accountable to bring the SKU 123 from warehouse to the line/
machine?

- What is the process that supply parts to the machine XYZ and what is the
customer?

- How we know what the customer of the machine XYZ wants, when and
how many?

If you are like the most of the customers I had you should have problems to
answer these questions. Here a suggestion --> ASK!
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Let me explain how to use the questionnaire.
I suggest the storytelling technique.

Here some example of what you should have at the end of the exercise.

Example 1 - Mechanical Department

My name is Jhon Black, and I am the supervisor of an area of 15 different
machines. One of these, called JUNKER n°3, is crucial and it is at its
maximum capacity. In the last month of production, I have lost on this
machine 4 days of production because the grinding wheel SKU R23432
was missing in the warehouse. Based on the historical data it is not the first
time that happens.

Example 2 - Assembly Line

My name is Peter Smith, and I am the production manager of the assembly
line of "X-Ray" equipment. The "X-Ray" equipment is the primary product
of the company, and it represents the 45% of the annual income. Every
week we are forced to stop the line because the "electronic department" is
not able to send us the components on time.
In the last 3 months, we stopped the line 17 times.

Now is time for another aphorism.

In God we trust; all others bring data.
W. Edwards Deming
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Chapter 2 - Conclusions
In this chapter, it was explained what Kanban is and why use it.

• Kanban is a tool to realize the "pull" and the Just in Time.
• Kanban is a signal to say: "Hey! I need parts here"
• The signal can have different forms (Cards, Electronic, Boxes, Space, etc.)
• If you think at the restaurant, you can remember the essential components
of the "Kanban System"

• You have to use the Kanban to solve a problem
• To identify the problem you have to use a questionnaire and create a story
supported by data.

On the last point, I would close this chapter with another great aphorism.

If I had only one hour to save the world, I would spend fifty-five
minutes defining the problem, and only five minutes finding
the solution.
Albert Einstein
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Chapter 3
Results and Benefits of Kanban Implementation

Before starting this chapter, I have to introduce you the expert that
helped me to answer your questions about Kanban I got through a survey.
I am glad to present you, Luis Perona. Luis has more than 20 years direct
experience in Lean Manufacturing, and he normally writes on his Spanish
blog (http://www.excelean.com/).

Question n°1 - How is Kanban effective before and after the
implementation?
Kanban has at least 3 benefits.

Benefit 1 - Kanban permits to reduce stock massively.

Normally we have bottlenecks* in a production
process, and in every bottleneck we have
stock that must be processed. When we
start with Kanban, our stock before the
machines is reduced to one or two lots,
depending on the process speed. These lots
are produced according to kanban
maximum or minimum quantity.
* To make it simple the bottleneck is the slowest operation in
the manufacturing process.
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Benefit 2 - Kanban permits to have a visual control of production
We can see immediately if we have enough stock or not produce. Then,
according to kanban colored code, we know if we are short of stock.

Benefit 3 - Kanban limits overproduction (1 of the 7 wastes)

Kanban permits to stop producing, as no parts will be processed unless
there is a kanban signal upstream requesting so. This reduces a typical
mass production waste, that is over production.
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Question n°2 - How to smooth a production line by using a
Kanban System?
As explained in the previous item, kanban permits us to smooth or to level
the production. Is quite simple as what we see when shopping in a
supermarket.

For instance let´s say we go to get the beer, how many bottles do we see
on a shelf?

50? 60? But not more.

That mean that the supermarket has
no more beer in stock?
Sure not, a supermarket may have
hundreds of bottles in the warehouse,
but only replenish them when the shelf
is becoming empty.

In a similar way, we can smooth production if every step in our
manufacturing process will have a limited amount of stock before the
processing machine, and nothing else. This amount is limited by the
kanban signal (i.e. cards).

All the processes are connected starting upstream, from customer
demand, so last step will require to the previous step what customer
need, and this one will request to previous, and same will continue till the
first process.
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Then, we will have some stock already processed in every machine to
permit produce the units requested by the customer. Then we will
manufacture more stock till the quantity required by the kanban signal. No
more no less.

Question 3 - Where can I learn the best practice and see an example of
Kanban?

You have different kanban practices in various industries, but some are
very similar to what we do every single day.

For instance, if you drive your car, when are you refilling
petrol?

Every day?

No way, you refill only when you see the warning light showing you need
to replenish, this is a kanban signal; we are accustomed to using.

Another typical example is a restaurant. When you go to the restaurant, you
have many dishes ready to order.

What are the cookers doing till you order and they get the signal?
Nothing?

Sure not, they have prepared the majority of food as sauces, potatoes ready
to be fried or be backed, salads ready to serve, and so on.
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How many do they prepare in advance?

A minimum that permits to serve customers quickly and then they start
to replenish this minimum, to ensure they always have food ready to serve
in few minutes.

These are typical kanban process, but also you have many videos on
youtube explaining Kanban processes.

We discovered a new website named www.leanvlog.com where they put for
you only the 5 stars video that explains KANBAN. Go there and see!
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Benefits Table after Kanban Implementation
Here we report a real table of benefits after a Kanban Implementation.

Before

After

Material Handler

3

1

Time wasted from operator
looking for parts

30-60 min / day

0

Inventory

1000 pcs.

700 pcs.

% Overtime

10-15%

0%

Cost of extrashipping

3000€ / Year

200€ / Year

Stop of production because
missing materials

25 Time / Year

Never

Again,
It seems a commercial! Believe me is not!
You have just to try it and implement it.
It is not easy at all but worth the effort.
Fewer costs, more continuity, more quality, more speed, everybody is happy.

I did it! It is your turn!
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Chapter 4
Action list for the next 15 days.

Let me say one thing.
Lean, Kanban, Continuous Improvement cannot be done at the desk or in the
meeting room.

We already spoke about the importance of the data but on the other hand is
very important not rely only on data on the PC.

So, you have alternatively to move from PC to reality.

Data is, of course, important in manufacturing, but I place the
greatest emphasis on facts.
Taiichi Ohno
Now,
let's go the actions I strongly suggest to carry out

Action 1: Go on www.leanvlog.com and see the videos on KANBAN.
Action 2: Do the questionnaire as we showed on page 14, to have a clear
problem defined prior the next module.

We estimated you could do in 8 - 15, hours depending on the experience and
business complexity. Please do the actions before going the the next module.
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